January 12, 2018

Dr. Carla D. Hayden, Librarian of Congress
Dr. Mary B. Mazanec, Director, Congressional Research Service
101 Independence Avenue, S.E.
Washington, DC 20540-1000

Dear Dr. Hayden and Dr. Mazanec:
As current and retired attorneys and analysts at the Congressional Research Service, we thank you
for your leadership of the Library of Congress and of CRS. We write to raise issues and opportunities
regarding CRS’s approach to its objectivity and saliency in today’s political environment.
Whirlwinds of information and disinformation threaten democracy, but CRS is situated to sort out the
truth where it counts. We believe CRS can, and should, do so even more effectively. Our suggestions
include a commission leading to the development of sound guidelines on evaluating and utilizing
information to better implement our mission and defend our work in serving the Congress.
I. Background
As you know, the current climate of “alternative facts,” “fake news,” conspiracy theories, and
declining trust in a common reality poses problems for the United States’ political system. While
technological and social trends increase the need for information literacy, people across the political
spectrum do not know where to turn for reliable information. Many end up in polarized “bubbles.”
These trends threaten democracy, in part by eliminating shared factual grounds on which people and
their legislators can debate, compromise, and seek consensus. 1 In this climate, CRS’s mission has
never been more vital. CRS is tasked by law with “the analysis, appraisal, and evaluation of
legislative proposals” without partisan bias. 2 The Library states that “CRS serves the Congress ... by
providing comprehensive and reliable legislative research and analysis that are timely, objective,
authoritative and confidential, thereby contributing to an informed national legislature.” 3
We are concerned that CRS risks falling short of its mission if it holds back the independent analysis
that Congress has directed us to provide. Sparking our concern, CRS has appeared to avoid reaching
conclusions in some topic areas with high potential for political controversy. In some such topic
areas, CRS operates as a neutral compiler of facts and opinions, with little of the expert analysis,
appraisal, and evaluation of their credibility that Congress requires. CRS also seems to have avoided
a few topics or facets of topics almost entirely. Yet these risk-avoidant strategies, while certainly
understandable, could in fact increase other risks such as under-utilizing CRS’s valuable personnel;
contributing to polarization; and, ironically, inviting a perception of partisan bias. Perhaps worse,
given the mission of CRS, is the risk of a slow slide into irrelevance. 4
If CRS fails to maintain its strong roots in sound, well-reasoned objectivity, we fear it could be swept
along in political currents, diminishing its ability to serve Congress and even contributing to dangers
to our constitutional democracy. On the other hand, CRS remains well-positioned to emerge as an
even more trusted source for timely, objective, authoritative information and analysis for Congress.
This is especially true if the Library of Congress and its component CRS collaborate effectively on
actions: CRS could both benefit from, and enhance, the Library’s trustworthiness and its work
promoting information literacy.
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II. CRS Can Optimize Its Current Approach to Objectivity
Several current tendencies suggest that CRS can better adapt its objectivity practices to today’s
divisive political climate, within the scope of its statutory mandate. Doing so is particularly important
for congressional distribution products. CRS may face fewer objectivity issues with confidential or
unwritten responses, but they offer a complete and clear picture only to some requesters; thus,
shifting to more confidential or unwritten responses can reduce the value of our work and
compromise our mission. The tendencies that we observe can reflect pressures from any party or
faction, although pressure is likely greater from a congressional majority. (We emphasize that this
review of dynamics that operate at the institutional level is not intended to impugn the excellence of
any CRS products or analysts.)
First, CRS cannot cover every possible topic, nor every nuance of topics that we do cover.
Nonetheless, failure to cover major topics or major aspects of topics has the potential to mislead by
omission. We should be more conscious of the potential of such omissions to misdirect Congress’s
attention, to “cover up” for one side of an issue, or to paint a picture that is not as complete and
accurate as it should be. One possible illustration is the scarcity and relatively low prominence of
CRS writings on efforts, amplified by Russia, to exploit discord and weaken our democracy. 5 Other
current topics that many (including many in Congress and from both major parties) view as important
to Congress also appear to be under the radar at CRS.gov. These include widespread, bipartisan
recognition of the President’s manifest disregard for truth and decorum; conflict-of-interest lawsuits
and allegations involving the Administration; the rise of white nationalism and other potentially
destabilizing socio-economic trends; changes in legislative procedures and norms; and the general
prospect of elements of democratic backsliding. 6 These subjects have not appeared on the CRS.gov
main pages, unlike “Infrastructure Investment” which was long deemed a “Hot Topic.” Although the
facts on these topics are independently verifiable and not partisan, seeming to downplay or ignore
them—or even the existence of debate about them—favors certain political factions over others. 7
Where CRS does take on controversial topics, it can do more to avoid the appearance of bias in how
it covers them. In less-partisan areas, CRS analysts are freer to make connections, offer context, and
provide expert insight into causes and effects. We can aim to make sense of things. In some areas
claimed to be controversial, connections, context, and insight can be inhibited, making products less
useful. 8 Moreover, in some cases, shallow, disjointed, or euphemistic treatment of an issue benefits
one side over another. The issue of climate change demonstrates this challenge. 9 CRS did highlight
the issue as a “Hot Topic” and has published superb products on it, none of which deny that it is
occurring primarily due to human activity. However, CRS has missed opportunities to connect the
dots for Congress on the diverse real-world effects of climate change, potentially biasing the debate
toward inaction. 10 CRS also dodges overt recognition of the influence of climate misinformation,
despite concerns among scientists and work by social scientists suggesting that recognition of the
misinformation is needed to inoculate audiences against false ideas. 11 More fundamentally, the vast
scale of climate change risks and the influence of climate misinformation are objectively verifiable
facts. CRS must not mute them for political reasons. 12 CRS can be mindful of the sensibilities of our
clients without constraining or distorting our analyses in ways that result in biased impacts. 13
Finally, CRS must avoid substituting forced ideological balance for the higher goal of objective truth.
At times, we grant credence to ideas based on their support by the many or the powerful rather than
on their support by facts or logic. We take it upon ourselves to estimate “the middle” and force our
products to split anything “positive” or “negative” 50-50 on either side. To avoid writing any phrase
that could possibly be taken out of context by the most ideologically driven readers, we water down
our language and sacrifice clarity and utility in our products. 14 When analysts do come to conclusions
that some in Congress may dislike, using their expertise and independent judgment, the analysts
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cannot be assured that CRS as an institution will stand by them. 15 While these results are sometimes
appropriate, CRS needs clear internal checks to avoid being swept along with trends in political
rhetoric. Otherwise, CRS may find itself inadvertently normalizing the abnormal or abominable—
“debate exists on whether the Emperor has clothes.” Because partisan positions and goalposts can
shift without being driven entirely by new empirical facts, CRS must ensure that it maintains proper
benchmarks outside of Congress and politics for what it considers objective analysis. 16
III. Suggested Actions
Sectors of the media, as well as academia and other fields—and their critics—have grappled with
questions of objectivity for some time. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) might offer valuable perspectives as well, and might be allies in the
defense of independent, nonpartisan legislative services. CBO, in particular, prominently has come to
conclusions in recent debates (such as on healthcare) that have dismayed some chiefly in one party or
another. 17 The relevance of the institution and its reputation for integrity, nonpartisanship, and
analytical rigor appear at least as strong as ever. 18 The experience of CRS and these other sectors and
institutions could be shared among the agencies with the duty to “speak truth to power.”
One possible avenue for learning from such experience could be a blue-ribbon commission drawing
from these sectors. It could focus on how entities aiming to be authoritative can refine our objectivity
standards, resist pressures from polarization, and bolster our trustworthiness with diverse audiences.
Ideally, it might result in transparent, public standards that CRS and other institutions could cite to
defend our methods and resulting conclusions against pushback. The Library of Congress, as the
nation’s principal repository of information, could be a prime candidate to host this type of event.
CRS also could do more internally, with the assistance of the Library and the input of employees, to
recalibrate its objectivity practices without jeopardizing our reputation with any part of a polarized
Congress. Doing so could unleash analysts’ ability to better apply their expert judgment and serve
clients; boost morale; reduce reliance on unwritten consultations; and allow CRS to better keep pace
with increasing complexity and rapid change. For example, CRS’s review processes, while
indispensable, have a few distorting features. If any one of the three or more reviewers interprets a
statement as possibly “controversial,” that statement may be significantly edited for “neutrality.”
Writers may omit things in anticipation of such objections. Yet it is not necessarily the case that the
broadest view of what is “controversial” is always the most objective, especially if it is not the view
of the subject matter expert. 19 Various steps could improve on the status quo.
•

•
•

Review process guidance could clarify priorities and remind writers, reviewers, and
managers to check at strategic points for things like potentially misleading omissions of facts
or connections; unintended implications of chosen levels of abstraction or focus;
overextended presumptions of good faith; or excessive forced balance.
Mechanisms could prompt CRS to review our website and products to ensure that gaps do
not give misimpressions to our congressional audience. 20
More proactive coordination among CRS Divisions and levels of review, and a more iterative
process with more author input, might also reduce the potential for apparent biases. 21

Lastly, it would be wise for CRS to consider in advance where, if necessary, it will draw lines.
Everyone at CRS surely assumes that CRS would push back against extreme and abhorrent actions,
were they ever to be possibilities in our political system. However, it is unknown when pushback
against less extreme, but still dangerous, actions might begin. 22 In this time of great uncertainty,
precautionary preparation can help avoid “too late” situations, however unlikely. The Library could
offer invaluable aid in this project in its role as a “chief steward of America’s and the world’s record
of knowledge, and ... springboard to the future.” 23
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IV. Conclusion
CRS would benefit from your encouragement to evaluate its practices geared toward objectivity and
saliency, because even beginning these discussions will not be easy. CRS’s current approach has
arisen out of legitimate concerns, including resource constraints. 24 Larger dynamics of distrust in
technocratic elites also demand humility from any entity striving to be authoritative and objective.
Nevertheless, we believe it is urgent for CRS, together with the Library, to “be bold, innovative and
willing to take risks” 25—to stand more firmly as a bulwark against tribal epistemology and the fog of
unknowability. 26 CRS is not alone in grappling with these issues in this era of information overload
and “alternative facts,” and carefully engaging these topics with others could benefit our analysts and
managers and, ultimately, our congressional clients. Updated policies and guidelines could enable
CRS to better fulfill its mission, insulate its analyses from political pressures, and maintain its
relevance. We must not be neutral as to our own trustworthiness and leave power as the arbiter of
truth in the United States. CRS should lean into its role, befitting its place within the larger Library,
to help weave threads of facts and essential values into a fabric of understanding for Congress.
We would be happy to discuss these matters with you at your convenience. The primary author can
be reached at awyatt@crs.loc.gov, andie.wyatt@gmail.com, or (202) 707-0816; additional supporters
are listed in the Appendix. Thank you very much for your consideration, and for your dedication to
the Library and the Congressional Research Service.
Sincerely,

Alexandra M. Wyatt
Legislative Attorney, American Law Division
Congressional Research Service
Additional supporters listed in Appendix

cc: T.J. Halstead, Deputy Director, Congressional Research Service
Karen Lewis, Assistant Director, American Law Division, Congressional Research Service

Upon this age, that never speaks its mind,
This furtive age, this age endowed with power
To wake the moon with footsteps, fit an oar
Into the rowlocks of the wind, and find
What swims before his prow, what swirls behind —
Upon this gifted age, in its dark hour,
Rains from the sky a meteoric shower
Of facts . . . they lie unquestioned, uncombined.
Wisdom enough to leech us of our ill
Is daily spun; but there exists no loom
To weave it into fabric.
–Edna St. Vincent Millay
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Appendix

Name

Role

Pamela Baldwin

Federal Lands Consultant; Legislative Attorney, American Law Division
(Retired)

M. Lynne Corn

Specialist in Natural Resources Policy, Resources Science & Industry
Division (Retired)

Kevin Kosar

Vice President of Policy, R Street Instiute; former Research Manager and
Analyst in American National Government, Government and Finance
Division

Robert Meltz

Special Counsel, Defenders of Wildlife; Legislative Attorney, American Law
Division (Retired)

Morton Rosenberg

Legislative Attorney, American Law Division (Retired)

In addition to this list, a number of other supporters currently or formerly in CRS have endorsed this
letter to the primary author as well, but wish to remain anonymous.
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